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Abstract:

Insects and other small invertebrates are ubiquitous components of all terrestrial and freshwater food webs, but their cumulative biomass is small relative to plants and microbes. As a result, it is often assumed that these animals make relatively minor contributions to ecosystem processes. Despite their small sizes and cumulative biomass, we suggest that these animals may commonly have important effects on carbon and nutrient cycling by modulating the quality and quantity of resources that enter the detrital food web, with consequences at the ecosystem level. These effects can occur through multiple pathways, including direct inputs of insect biomass, the transformation of detrital biomass, and the indirect effects of predators on herbivores and detritivores. In virtually all cases, the ecosystem effects of these pathways are ultimately mediated through interactions with plants and soil microbes. Merging our understanding of insect, plant and microbial ecology will offer a valuable way to better integrate community-level interactions with ecosystem processes.
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Highlights:

1. In some instances, insects can be large direct inputs of biomass to the detrital pool.
2. Insects and other small invertebrates transform biomass and alter decomposition rates.
3. Predatory arthropods can affect trophic cascades in “brown” food webs.
4. Predatory arthropods can create an environment of risk that ultimately alters ecosystem functions.
1.1 Introduction

Insects are among the most diverse groups of organisms on earth [1], but the cumulative biomass of insect bodies is a relatively small component of the total biomass in most ecosystems [2,3]. As a result, the direct contribution of insect biomass to global carbon and nutrient cycling is dwarfed by the vastly greater size of plant and microbial contributions [4–6]. This raises the question of whether insects and other small invertebrates are important drivers of key ecosystem processes, or whether they are merely incidental players tracking larger biogeochemical patterns controlled by plants and microbes.

While it is clear that some species can have ecosystem effects that are disproportional to their abundance or biomass (i.e., keystone species), insects and other small invertebrates are generally assumed to play a minor role in ecosystem processes at the global scale [6, but see also 30]. However, we suggest that these animals may play an important role in several key processes that influence ecosystem cycling of C and nutrients, although these effects often occur via indirect pathways (Fig. 1).

[Figure 1: An overview of insect effects on ecosystem dynamics]

2.1 Insects and other small invertebrates as direct inputs to belowground systems

The cumulative biomass of insects is likely to represent a very small fraction of the total biomass in most systems. For example, Seastedt and Tate [2] estimated that the standing biomass of all live and dead arthropods represented only 1.0% and 5.2% of the biomass in the leaf litter layer of a temperate pine and hardwood forest, respectively. Similarly, Schowalter and Crossley [7] estimated that the cumulative biomass of forest canopy arthropods represented a very small contribution to the nutrient pools of standing litter biomass, even for calcium, potassium, and other elements that are present at higher concentrations in arthropod biomass compared to plant litter.

However, total insect biomass can represent an important direct contribution to ecosystem cycling in some systems. For example, the die-off of 13- and 17-year periodical cicadas (*Magicicada* spp.) in North American forests can represent a significant input of insect biomass into the detrital pool of many North American forest ecosystems [8,9]. Cicada inputs can have significant direct and indirect effects on the belowground ecosystem, including increases in detritivore densities, soil bacteria and fungal abundances, nitrogen mineralization, plant uptake and growth, and subsequent herbivory on cicada-fertilized plants [9–12].

Similarly, aquatic insect subsidies to land can affect terrestrial predators and scavengers [13–17][18–20] and alter food chain length [21]. For example, the extremely high productivity of chironomid midges at Lake Mývatn in northern Iceland, creates an aquatic-to-terrestrial subsidy of insect biomass that represents a subsidy of carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus into the surrounding terrestrial community with clear effects on terrestrial productivity [14,22]. Here, biomass input to the surrounding terrestrial ecosystem results in nitrogen deposition that is as much as 3- to 5-fold greater (11 kg N ha⁻¹ yr⁻¹, Dreyer et al. submitted) than atmospheric deposition and fertilizes terrestrial vegetation [23]. The effects of these subsidies may be more widespread than previously appreciated. Models suggest insect emergences are expected to be especially large and concentrated near large freshwater bodies [e.g.,...
lakes and rivers, 24], where aquatic insect inputs to land can be exceed terrestrial secondary production [25].

In both of these cases, the significant ecological effects of these insect biomass pulses likely reflect the magnitude of the input, the high quality and labile nature of insect biomass (i.e., low C:N ratio), and the timing of this input during a period of rapid plant growth and high nutrient demand. More generally, the rapid population growth and turnover rates of insect biomass suggest that their standing biomass may underestimate the importance of their direct contributions to detrital pools. Although mass insect outbreaks have the potential to create local hotspots of nutrient deposition through direct biomass inputs [9,16,26], a broader survey suggests that the ecosystem effects of insect outbreaks are likely to be highly context-dependent, with multiple interacting processes operating on different timescales [12,27]. Understanding the factors driving this context-dependence remains a key challenge for building a more general understanding of the direct effects of insect biomass deposition on ecosystem processes.

### 2.2 Herbivores, detritivores and social insects as biomass transformers

#### 2.2.1 Herbivores transform plant inputs

Insect herbivores could potentially have large effects on ecosystem cycling by changing the quality, quantity, and timing of plant detrital inputs [28,29]. Herbivores have long been recognized as important drivers of ecosystem processes because of their direct transformation of living plant biomass into frass, greenfall, and throughfall [30,31]. The magnitude of these inputs can be substantial. Under outbreak conditions, these inputs may be comparable to the direct nutrient inputs of senesced plant litter [32]. Even under non-outbreak conditions, insect herbivory may drive a significant fraction of aboveground to belowground N and P fluxes across entire ecosystems [33]. Insect herbivores often transform plant biomass in ways that increase the lability and mobility of nutrients [33–36]. However, herbivore-mediated inputs can also reduce soil nutrient availability in other systems, because of increased microbial immobilization [32] or the net export of mobile nutrients from the system, stemming from increased leaching or runoff [37,38].

Plant responses to insect herbivores may also indirectly change the quality or quantity of plant inputs to the soil [31]. In some systems, plant responses to insect herbivory increase the quality of plant litter, increasing plant litter decomposition and nutrient cycling relative to litter in the absence of herbivory [the “acceleration” hypothesis, e.g., 39], while herbivory has also been shown to reduce litter quality and slow decomposition in some cases [the “deceleration” hypothesis, e.g., 39]. Insect herbivores can also change the quality or quantity of root exudates [30,40], with potentially complex indirect effects on community dynamics [e.g., 41]. These changes in the quality or quantity of root exudates belowground are analogous to changes in the quality or quantity of aboveground plant litter inputs, in the sense that the herbivore is transforming the nature of plant inputs to the ecosystem. For example, the introduction of biocontrol herbivores to suppress the invasive spotted knapweed (*Centaurea maculosa*) may actually increase the competitive ability of knapweed by inducing the increased production allelopathic root exudates which have a negative effect on native plant neighbors [41]. In many cases, plants are known
to produce herbivore-induced secondary chemicals that also affect their interactions with microbes both above- and below-ground [41-43]; the effects of these compounds for the decomposition of plant litter and ecosystem dynamics remains an important frontier for future study.

Insect herbivores can also change the quantity and quality of plant detrital inputs by transforming the composition of the plant community. Such herbivore-mediated changes in the composition of the plant community can profoundly alter ecosystem processes via fundamental changes in the nature of plant litter, and such fundamental herbivore-mediated impacts may be especially common in the context of biological invasions [12]. For example, the invasion by the hemlock wooly adelgid increases nutrient cycling rates in the short term by increasing the quality and quantity of hemlock litter, but causes much larger and more persistent changes in nutrient cycling by altering forest composition in favor of black birch, a species with relatively high litter N content [42,43].

While there are multiple pathways by which herbivores can transform plant inputs, there may be some general patterns emerging. For example, some of the same plant traits that provide resistance to herbivores may also commonly influence litter decomposition [44,45]. This suggests that even though the various mechanisms of transformation happen across a wide range of spatial and temporal scales, there may be some common key drivers that link plant-soil-herbivore interactions.

2.2.2 Detritivores can accelerate decomposition

The transformation of detritus by insect detritivores and other soil mesofauna includes an interaction of physical shredding, digestive processing in the animal gut, burial, and continued microbial processing in the “external rumen” of the soil [31]. It is clear that soil animals have the potential to dramatically accelerate decomposition processes in some cases [10,46–48]. For example, dung beetles play a conspicuous role in the transformation and decomposition of animal wastes, with large and well-described consequences at the ecosystem level [49,50]. However, other studies suggest that the importance of soil mesofauna for ecosystem function may be constrained by abiotic factors on a global scale [47,51]. For example, Wall et al. [47] conducted a global study of soil animal impacts on the decomposition of standard plant litterbags using naphthalene as a generalized suppressor of soil animals. This study found that the suppression of soil animals reduced litter decomposition rates in temperate and wet tropical regions, but not in cold or arid regions [52], suggesting that abiotic conditions may fundamentally constrain the role of the soil fauna on decomposition processes.

Consistent with the idea of abiotic constraints, van Geffen et al. [53] suggested that climate change might allow the range expansion of soil mesofauna into subarctic ecosystems where they were not present before, accelerating litter decomposition and CO₂ efflux rates. However, significant experimental challenges associated with excluding or experimentally depressing arthropods may confound the interpretation of mesofauna exclusion experiments [e.g., 54], and few studies have performed the appropriate controls to definitively evaluate the direct effects of arthropod decomposers on decomposition in the field.

On a global level, control of decomposition rates has often been placed into a “black box” determined by microbial activity, with temperature and moisture as the principal governing factors [55]. Recently,
Schmitz and others have challenged this notion [6,56], suggesting that soil animals may make underappreciated contributions to global ecosystem cycling through their ecological interactions, despite their relatively limited biomass. Understanding the indirect pathways by which insects and other small invertebrates can affect ecosystem processes - and the abiotic factors that constrain their role - remains a key frontier for future studies.

2.2.3 Social insects as biomass transformers

Social insects, such as termites and ants, can have especially large effects on ecosystem processes through biomass transformation. For example, several species of ants are well-known to create heterogeneity in soil nutrients by their aggregation of detrital wastes [e.g., 57,58]. Through their methanogenic digestion of cellulose, termites also contribute directly to the decomposition of recalcitrant plant biomass and the global emission of greenhouse gases [59,60].

2.3 Predators have indirect effects on ecosystem function

2.3.1 Trophic cascades

Recent studies that experimentally manipulate the predators of detritivores suggest that trophic cascades may have important effects on decomposition processes. Analogous to “green world” trophic cascades, similar “brown world” trophic cascades are hypothesized to occur when predation on decomposers results in decreased decomposition rates [61]. For example, Wu et al. [62] showed that the addition of predatory beetles to decomposing dung in arid grasslands significantly decreased disappearance rates of dung primarily because of predation on coprophagous beetles, the primary dung decomposers in this system. Decreased decomposition rates were further correlated to lower nutrient availability and plant growth around the dung. A recent meta-analysis found that although there are not enough studies to establish any definitive generalities, the indirect effects of predators on decomposition rates are just as likely as those on primary production [63]. What these studies and others [64] show is that predaceous invertebrates can have large and measurable effects on key ecosystem rates such as C cycling and nutrient mineralization through indirect pathways mediated by the consumption of decomposers.

2.3.2 Alteration of litter quality inputs to soil

Predaceous insects can alter the quality of litter inputs via multiple mechanisms. For example, the excreta and waste from one species of predaceous and honeydew-consuming, canopy-nesting tropical ant represents significant nutrient inputs that are enriched in N, P and K relative to leaf litter, which increased rates of litter decomposition on the forest floor under nests [58]. The effects of carnivores on litter and decomposition can also occur through non-consumptive (or “trait-mediated”) indirect effects [65,66] that cascade through herbivores to affect belowground interactions and ecosystem function. For example, the mere presence of spider predators can create an environment of risk and stress for grasshoppers [67], increasing their metabolic rates. These grasshoppers showed a remarkable degree of adaptive plasticity in their metabolic physiology and foraging: increased metabolic rates required greater carbohydrate consumption, increasing the C:N ratio of their bodies, their frass and the
surrounding forb community [68,69]. Risk of predation forces grasshoppers to feed on suboptimal forbs (higher C:N) instead of the normally preferred high quality grasses. This shift in feeding results in plant communities with greater evenness, and a concomitant change in the dominant litter that enters the soil, which ultimately increases N mineralization rates [70]. Working in the same system, Strickland et al. [71] found that the presence of predators changes C turnover and allocation within plants, and even though total plant biomass doesn’t change, plants become C sinks because of greater allocation to belowground structures. Moreover, feeding on plants of lower quality results in grasshoppers with higher C:N ratios. After their death, deposition to the soil, and decomposition, the rate of plant litter decomposition in the same places decreased, likely due to a change in the soil microbial communities [72]. This extended example illustrates a common thread: indirect predator effects on herbivore behavior had pervasive effects on ecosystem functions through the alteration of the quality (as indexed by C:N) of organic matter input into the soil [73].

3.1 Discussion

3.1.1 Explaining context dependence of insect-mediated effects on ecosystem function

The literature describing insect mediated effects on ecosystem processes is rich with evidence of context dependence. While biotic interactions may explain a considerable amount of the observed variation in decomposition rates around the world [6,47], the complexity and variability of these biotic interactions is daunting. Identifying and understanding the factors that cause this variation in ecosystem responses to biomass inputs is likely to be a continuing challenge for ecology.

One approach to explaining this variability would be to focus on characterizing changes in the quantity, quality, and timing of detrital inputs as a key transition point between the aboveground- and belowground- components of ecosystems. This approach may require examining some of the poorly known dimensions of detrital inputs, such as the effects of secondary plant chemistry, the mechanisms of microbial priming and the seasonal phenology of detritus inputs. Another approach would be to focus on large perturbations (such as insect outbreaks [e.g., 9]) or simple systems (such as those in early stages of soil formation [e.g., 45]), where key pathways can more easily be identified. Such studies may suggest potential mechanisms by which insects and other invertebrates could have ecosystem-level effects more generally.

3.1.2 The microbial frontier

We believe that there is an important and expanding frontier at the intersection of insect ecology and soil microbial ecology. It is already clear that soil microbes are key drivers of ecosystem function, with a large role in mediating terrestrial and aquatic productivity [5]. It is also evident that insects and other small invertebrates can play an important role in the interactions between plants and the soil by accelerating the transition from living biomass to detrital biomass, influencing plant communities [30]. However, we are only beginning to explore the ways in which insects and other invertebrates can shift soil microbial communities, and the impacts of these interactions for ecosystem processes.
Ultimately, many of the ecosystem impacts of insects and their allies are likely to be mediated by direct or indirect changes in the quality, quantity or timing of detrital inputs, with consequences for microbial communities and their effects on decomposition and plant nutrient uptake. Yet, the factors that constrain or influence the role of insects in ecosystem dynamics through their effects on detrital quality and quantity remain uncertain [74,75]. Moreover, the effects of insects may also affect interactions among microbial functional groups [e.g., 76] with further consequences for important ecosystem processes. Understanding the interactions between insects, plants and the soil will require the combined efforts of ecologists with different areas of expertise applying microbial, arthropod, and ecosystem perspectives to processes occurring at the plant-soil interface [77].

4.1 Conclusions

[Figure 2: A simplified framework for organizing the combined and reciprocal interactions among plants, microbes, detritus, and small invertebrates.]

The call for unifying community-level interactions with ecosystem processes has a long and storied history in ecology [31,78]. Insects are the most diverse group of eukaryotes on the planet [1], plants are essential links between the aboveground- and belowground- components of the biosphere [31,79], and microbes are the “unseen majority” in biomass and ecosystem impacts [4,5]. Through their combined and reciprocal interactions, these three groups mediate key ecosystem functions (Fig. 2). We believe that there are new frontiers at the intersection of insect ecology, microbial ecology and ecosystem ecology that will focus on understanding the mechanisms and pathways by which insect, microbes and plants affect the flow of carbon and nutrients through ecosystems.
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6.1 References


*This paper suggests that animals may play a more important role in biogeochemical processes at the global scale than has been previously recognized, and suggests some mechanisms for animal mediated effects on global carbon cycling.


*The ecological consequences of insect outbreaks are examined, including the effects of insects on ecosystem processes, habitat heterogeneity and succession. The impacts of outbreaks are found to be
highly variable, even in the same system. This variability emerges from multiple interacting mechanism that occur over different spatial and temporal scales.


*This modeling study used empirical data, GIS and predictive models to estimate aquatic insect production at a regional scale in Wisconsin, USA. This work predicts that aquatic insects emerging from lakes and streams can create hot-spots of C and N deposition to land adjacent to water with potential effects of food web and ecosystem functions. Aquatic insect inputs to terrestrial system were
substantial in the area around lakes and streams, and exceeded terrestrial production in many areas near large waterbodies.


*Working across an elevation gradient in the tropics, this study found a relatively small effect of insect herbivores on carbon fluxes, but herbivory contributes significant quantities of highly labile N and P to the soil through deposits of excreta, bodies, cast exuviae, and unconsumed leaf fragments.


**This study uses a long-term herbivore removal experiment to study how herbivores affect early soil formation under individual trees on a widely spaced landscape with cinder soils. The authors find that herbivory increased N fluxes to the soil, but actually decreased C and N accumulation in the soil, due to the long-term effects of herbivores on tree growth.**


**This experimental study found that decomposition of dung by caprophagous scarabs decreased in presence in predatory beetles, with subsequent decreased plant growth in the vicinity of the dung pats.**


**Sit and wait predators (spiders) increased carbon uptake and increased root biomass allocation in grasses relative to control treatments with no spiders. Spiders increased C uptake and allocation to root biomass in grasses, even though the total amount of plant biomass and the abundance of the herbivores was not significantly different between treatments. These predator effects were largely trait-mediated. The trophic cascade was not strong in goldenrod, but was strong in grasses.**


**Spiders had trait-mediated indirect effects that ultimately slowed plant litter decomposition, apparently mediated by small increases in the C:N ratio of grasshopper bodies. The mere presence of predators (spiders) alters the body composition of herbivores (grasshoppers) such that their C:N increases due to lower protein content. Although the bodies of dead grasshoppers that had been stressed by predators had the same decomposition rates in the soil as control grasshoppers, the subsequent decomposition of plant material in the same soil was slower, presumably due to changes in the microbial community.**


**This review is focused on the indirect effects of detritivores on plants. Soil detritivores can induce secondary compounds in plants and change microbial communities. among many other impacts.**
Fig. 1. Insects and small invertebrate arthropods can have various direct and indirect effects on ecosystem functioning through their modification of detrital pools in below-ground systems. Direct inputs (section 2.1) of insects to the detrital (dead biomass) pool can introduce copious amounts of high quality (low C:N) biomass into below-ground systems. Insects and arthropods can transform live and dead (section 2.2) biomass with both positive and negative effects on ecosystem rates such as C and N cycling. Arthropod predation of decomposers (section 2.3) can create trophic cascades that alter the size of the detrital pool and decomposition rates. In addition, risk of arthropod predation can alter the foraging behavior of insect herbivores such that plant communities and litter inputs to the soil are altered. This, in turn, can affect ecosystem rates such as C and N cycling. Ultimately, the size and quality of the detrital resource pool, both in terms of the stoichiometry of key elements (C:N:P) and secondary chemistry, are key determinants of microbial communities and activity in the soil. The ability of above-ground and soil-dwelling insects and arthropod activities to alter the composition of the detrital pool therefore has the capacity to modulate ecosystem processes through the effects on microbes.
Fig. 2. A conceptual framework showing the combined and reciprocal interactions among insects, plants, soil microbes and a common detrital pool. Insects have both direct and indirect effects that influence the quality and quantity of detritus (litter) with the potential for feedbacks to plants and ultimately back to the detrital pool. The C:N:P ratios and the specific chemical composition of the litter inputs can be influenced by insects with indirect effects on microbial communities and ecosystem rates.